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Abstract— Communication is the process of exchanging ideas, thoughts, information, and feelings in the form of verbal and non-

verbal messages. But it is difficult for deaf and dumb people to communicate with normal people.  They use sign language for medium 

of communication. For normal people they are very difficult to understand. Hence we focus on removing the barrier of 

communication between the disabled people and normal people. Our main objective is to convert the Indian Sign Language i.e. signs 

for words into text and then to voice output. Here vision based approach is used. Here SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier is 

used to produce more accurate result based on the input. After the classification the corresponding text has been produced. Then the 

text to speech conversion is done with help of MATLAB inbuilt function. It can able to convert the generated text into voice output. 

Finally we can able to obtain the text and voice output for a given sign. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Hand gesture is a method of communication between dumb and deaf people. Normal people cannot communicate to 

dumb people. They need to learn sign language. There are many sign languages are in use. Some of the sign languages are 

American Sign Language (ASL), Indian Sign language (ISL), Japan Sign Language (JSL), Germany Sign Language (GSL). 

Here we use Indian Sign Language (ISL). Alphabets used in Indian Sign Language are shown in the figure. 

 

 

 

Fig.1. ISL for basic words 

Hand recognition is done by two approaches known as vision based and non-vision based approaches. In the vision 

based approach camera plays a major role. It captures the images of the hand gesture and then further processing is done 
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through various techniques. Commonly used approach is the vision based technique. Image acquisition, image pre-processing, 

feature extraction, classification of the image, and obtaining final result from the acquired hand gesture are the basic process 

involved in it. In the non-vision based approach sensors are used.  

Sensors are essential in this type of gesture recognition. Different types of sensors used are flex sensor, tactile sensor, 

pressure sensor. While using the vision based approach lighting is important for acquiring the image. Proper lighting is required 

for the vision based approach. There is no need for the proper lighting for sensor based technique.  

Sensors are used to sense the different hand movements. Flex sensors are used to measure the degree to which the finger is 

bent. In the flex sensor, the resistance varies equivalent to the amount of bend applied to the sensor. This resistance is then 

converted into a voltage value. By comparing the resistance value to the predefined values the output is obtained. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 

Different methodologies have been used for the sign language interpretation. Camera plays a vital role in the vision based 

hand gesture recognition. Gestures are captured with the help of the in-built camera. Then the captured image is used for the 

further process. This process includes removing of unwanted noise, adjusting brightness, contrast of image, cropping of image, 

image enhancement, segmentation, feature extraction and sign classification. The image captured in camera was RGB images. 

Those images were very much sensitive to various light conditions. Hence the image was converted into YCbCr [6]. Color 

filtering and skin segmentation. In this level RGB format is converted into HSV image. This is helpful to differentiate the skin 

color and non-skin color. 

 Images acquisition, image pre-processing are the common steps. Feature extraction differs from one method to another 

method. A system that uses SIFT algorithm [1]. It is used to calculate the source image feature vector. Minimum distance 

between the feature vector and the source image is found. The alphabet with the highest match in the feature vector is 

recommended as the output. If there is another sign with the highest number of match difference value is derived. When the 

difference derived is higher than the threshold voltage then it produces the output ―NO MATCH‖. 

In another method [2] of gesture recognition, image is acquired using a camera module that can be directly connected to the 

controller board. Subsequent steps are pre-processing that include skin color extraction, reducing dimension using blurring, 

RGB to binary conversion, edge detection.  

After pre-processing image feature is extracted by different steps like obtaining the contour, calculating the centroid, 

determining the hull and defect points etc. This gives the corresponding number values by identifying the number of fingers. 

Finger alphabets can be recognized using matching algorithms from the database created during the training phase. 1- D Hidden 

Markov model algorithm is used for speech recognition. 

Harris algorithm [7] is another algorithm used for the feature extraction. It detects the necessary interest points in the form 

of Nx2 matrix. Then region of interest is converted to a gray level image on which this algorithm is to be applied for the feature 

extraction. After the extraction, comes the most important part, i.e. feature matching. The data set already has the features 

extracted of every standard image stored in the form of a Nx2 matrix in a mat file. The matrix value of the query image is then 

matched with each of those in the data set of every image. And the minimum distance between the matched features is 

calculated to get the desired result. The one with the minimum value is the maximum matched image. The result is displayed in 

the form of text and audio form. 

The system described in the paper [9] is implemented using MATLAB. In this approach, firstly, the signs are captured 

using a webcam. The images captured are then processed further and the features are extracted from the captured images using 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Comparison of the features is done using Euclidean Distance with the training sets. 

Minimum Euclidean distance helps to recognize the character. 

In one of the methods, classification of the ASL hand gestures was done by implementing k- Nearest Neighbour 

Classifier (kNN). The extracted PCA features are used to classify the ASL alphabets. The generated PCA features are given to 

kNN classifier. The kNN effectively classifies the ASL hand gestures based on the features. kNN classifier classifies instances 

based on the similarity to the instances in the training data. The similarity can be determined by computing distance measures to 

all training data (e.g. Euclidean Distance). The k- nearest neighbours are determined, where k> 1, neighbours and letting the 

majority vote decide the outcome of the class labelling.  

In another recognition system [20], for skin area detection they used cluster detection algorithm. For boundary filling edge 

detection algorithm and pixel detection was done by using pixel detection algorithm. 

Flex sensors are used to measure the degree to which the fingers are bent. Accelerometer within the gesture recognition 

system is used as a tilt sensing element, which in turn finds the degree to which the finger is tilted. Tactile sensor is used to 

sense the physical interaction between the fingers. The outputs from the sensor systems are sent to the Arduino microcontroller 

unit. In Arduino microcontroller unit, data derived from the sensor output is then compared with the pre-defined values. The 

corresponding gestures (matched gestures) are sent to the text-to-speech conversion module in the form of text. The output of 

text-to-speech synthesis system is heard via a speaker [10]. 

A data glove used by one the systems [12] that consists of five Flex sensors on fingers (Thumb, index, middle, ring, and 

pinky) and one accelerometer of PIC microcontroller LM386 Speaker Speak jet TTS256 Three outputs (X, Y, and Z positions). 
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Tilting of the palm can be captured by the accelerometer where Flex sensors can measure the bend of the five fingers when 

making a sign.  

When the user performs a gesture/letter and press a button, signals coming from the sensors are amplified via a dedicated 

amplification circuit to each signal, and then the microcontroller which convert the analog signals to digital values through its 8-

channel ADC. These values are formatted into a simple state matrix: five values for the Flex sensors, one for each axis of the 

accelerometer. As a result, each letter in the ASL will have a specific digital level for the five fingers and the three axis of the 

accelerometer. 

In the paper [17], they presented a real-time hand gesture recognition system using a combination of image processing 

modalities. A prototype Graphical User Interface application for ASL sign capture, processing, collection and analysis was 

presented. The approach consists of a gesture extraction phase followed by a gesture recognition phase. An image gesture 

database is collected through the application and used as training information to be used in the gesture recognition stage.  

Two different translation paradigms: 1) English characters (alphabet) and 2) complete words or phrases. 

In that method, individual characters, the hand gesture image were processed by combining image 

segmentation and edge detection to extract morphological information and then processed by the gesture 

detection stage that recognizes the corresponding alphabet letter. The translation of words and phrases 

consists of splitting a video sequence into frames and pre-process them in a feature (frame) selection stage. 

In this feature selection stage, subsets of frames that can represent a particular word or phrase are selected. 

The collection of frames representing a word or a phrase is then processed using the multi-modality 

technique used for processing individual characters. Finally, the gesture recognition stage is applied to 

both approaches using a cross-correlation coefficient based scheme to detect the expression. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the vision based approach the hand gestures and postures are captured through camera and further 

extraction process is done using different methods. Since sensor based approach is expensive vision 

based approach is used to recognize the gesture. For words recognition, the video of gestures should be 

stored as the database. For a single gesture we have to take the images in different orientations and 

different illuminations. The stored database is used for the classification of the hand gestures. The block 

diagram for this system is given below. 
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Fig.2.Block diagram 

 

A.  ACQUISITION 

Acquisition is the first step in this recognition system. The hand gestures and postures done by the deaf and dumb 

people can be captured as video and stored as database. This database is helpful in classification process. 

 

B. FRAME CONVERSION 

 The input video has been converted into required frames i.e. images. These images should have the required signs for 

recognition. 

C. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING 

In image pre-processing various processes can be carried out. They are  

 Conversion of image 

 Segmentation 

Conversion of image 

After the image acquisition process is over, the RGB image is converted into a gray scale image to extract the region of 

interest for the feature extraction purpose.  In MATLAB we have to convert the RGB image into a gray scale image. 

 

Segmentation 

 The segmentation process includes the background removal. Segmentation is the process is done with the help of 

Otsu‘s algorithm. For background separation process the RGB was converted into binary image. In that image there is only 

black and white. The background in the image is in black color and the nearest object is in white color. By subtraction method 

the background can be separated.   

 

C. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Feature extraction is one of the important steps in gesture recognition process. Features are nothing but the required 

amount of portion we need to recognize. Feature extraction is done by SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature) algorithm. SURF is 

the advanced version of SIFT algorithm. Hence the performance is better than SIFT algorithm. 

 

D. CLASSIFICATION 

Classification is done using SURF algorithm. The gestures stored in the database are compared with the given input 

image. In this system SVM (Support Vector Machine) is used as the classifier.  

 

E. TEXT TO SPEECH CONVERSION 

After classification, the recognized text will be displayed and then it can be converted into audio output. The speech 

synthesis is done with the help of Window‘s text-to-speech – Microsoft Sam. To use Microsoft SAM, the API is called from 

MATLAB environment in a unique way. First, the communication setup in Microsoft is needed. This is done with MATLAB 

inbuilt function known as ―actxserver‖ and starts communication with Microsoft SAPI (Speech API). Then, MATLAB can now 

pass in text to the API and the synthesized speech is generated. 

IV. RESULTS 

 
In this recognition system the output will be produced in the text and also in the voice format. The results produced during 

this process are given. 

 

A. DATABASE 

The database for the hand gestures and postures are taken as video. This database is shown in the below figure.  
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Fig.3 Database 

 

  

 The major steps involved in sign recognition and voice conversion are pre-processing, feature extraction and finally 

text and voice generation. After the acquisition the video can be converted into frames. The frames of the word ‗ALL RIGHT‘ 

is shown below. 

 
Fig 4 Extracted frames 

 

Output 

The recognized sign should be produced in the form of text and audio format. The generated text is shown in the fig.5. 

 

 

 
Fig.5 Generated text 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

In vision based approach, the results depend on the classifier used in it. SVM classifier produces more accurate when 

compared to other classifiers. By using this system the sign languages for alphabets is converts into text output can be produced 

with more accuracy. When compared to non-vision based approach the vision based approach is more economical. While using 

sensor based technique we cannot able to recognize words. We can able to recognize only for alphabets. But is possible to 

recognize both the alphabets and words by using the vision based technique. 
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